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Engagement - Ownership - Validation

As an artist, in addition to my exhibitions at galleries and public 
venues, I have worked on many projects in the public realm, 
including the entrance sculpture for Nunhead train station, the 
large sculpture for the head offices of Thames Reach homelessness 
charity, the giant leaves at the entrance to Rye Lane, and many 
others. 
My approach has been to engage with the community using 
consultation and workshops. Only then will designs be developed. 
The core aim is always instilling a sense of ownership, an awareness 
of our shared spaces, and validating creativity in permanent and 
transformative ways. It has always been important to me that 
artwork is incorporated into a view of the entirety of the public 
spaces, rather than something stuck on in isolation.

For Horniman School I led a project which transformed the exterior space. The outside space, although lush 
and green, was inaccessible to the children. Workshops were held, first with staff, and later with the children. 
Ideas included levelling some of 
the ground to accommodate play 
equipment, a stage built among 
the trees in the hillside, a new 
‘tree house’, etc.  All of this was 
accomplished. Finally, when this 
was completed, we created a new 
feature gate for the main entrance. 
The gate incorporated over 200 
drawings by the children of the 
natural environment of the school 
grounds.
As a result the space was 
transformed in a way the children 
felt they had ownership of.

Horniman School, feature gate. Stainless steel laser cut panel, mild steel structure with PPC coating. Photo of finished gate and techincal drawing.
Model from staff workshop, initial sketch for playground transformation with new stage, new play equipment, etc.

Horniman School, cycle powered radio station.  Laser cut aluminium inserted into custom designed cycle 
shelters and weld mesh fencing.
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At Haymerle Special School, we incorporated 
the fact that special needs children benefit from the 
stimulation of a variety of textures and from having 
choice. The school grounds were divided into three 
main sections, all of which had very different tactile 
qualities. These all led off a ‘hub’ with artwork by the 
children. The three gates led to a nature area, an area 
of play equipment, and a football pitch. The path was 
in cobbled setts, with ceramic features created by 
the children inset. The football path had resin bound 
aggregate, with football shapes cutout in treadplate. 
The play area had soft wet pour, and the nature area 
was grassy.  These provided the children with an 
opportunity for a large variety of tactile sensation, as 
well as a chance to see their artwork permanently 
incorporated into the play area.

At Lily Lane School in Manchester, I  
developed children’s models for a tree house 
into an actual play structure.  
A Master Plan was created for all of the 
external spaces at the school. Looking at the 
flow of children and parents, a new series of 
entrances were created with feature gates 
incorporating children’s drawings. I have 
gained planning consent for change of use 
for the old schoolkeeper’s house into a new 
community resource.  My drawings have been 
used to gain permission to use an area of 
waste ground opposite the school. We are 
presently developing this into a new Forest 
School. 

Haymerle Special School, hub with ceramic inserts by the children, stainless steel 
treadplate, forged steel gates, resin bound aggregate path

Layout of new Forest School for planning consent, Lily Lane School

Entrance feature gate, Lily Lane School. Laser cut stainless steel based on children’s drawings 
of historic buildings of Manchester. Mild steel framework PPC covered 

Master Plan for outdoor space at Lily Lane School, including new building, new play 
area, designated Forest School



Woodmansterne School, being an integrated school site, has the unique opportunity to provide a sense 
of the journey through the stages of childhood. Children will enter the front gates and from there embark 
on a path which will take them right through to 6th form.  The first step on this journey should be exciting.  
At present, the entrance does not relate to the the dynamic school beyond. The large dull gates, the empty 
‘corridor’ bounded by broken chain link fence, the neglected substation - all contrive to underwhelm on 
arrival. Conversely, the school building looks new, bright and inviting, with yellow detailing and a welcoming 
glass reception area.

It is not surprising that this area has been targeted for a makeover.  In my short initial visit to the school, I 
have heard that many ideas are being discussed. These include replacing the outdated chain link, providing 
some sheltered waiting area for parents, dressing the electric substation, etc. In my view it would be best to 
approach this area in its entirety,  and to relate it to the entire school environment. 

Proposal
I propose to engage the entire school community in consultation and engagement in the redevelopment of 
the entrance to the school. This will take the form of:

- Talks with slide presentations in assembly as necessary to reach all the children at Woodmansterne School. 
These will show the range of technical options and introduce the children to the idea of collaborative 
environmental art. 

- Discussion/workshop with staff analysing the school entrance - what is good, what is bad, and how can it be 
improved.

- Work with Kate Broadbent to develop an overarching ‘theme’ for the artwork for the school entrance. 
Initial ideas have touched on the idea of journeys/migrations, particularly in the light of the diversity of 
families at the school.

- Workshops as needed to develop artwork as needed for the entrance area

- Consultation with relevant SLT on developing children’s artwork into permanent features in the gate and 
entrance area.

- Detailed designs for the entrance area including - 
Designs for either a new or altered main entrance gate using children’s artwork
Designs for replacement of chain link fence 
Designs for possible canopied/sheltered area for parents waiting.
Designs for transformation of substation building
Ideas for seating and planting in corridor 
Ideas for possible ground treatment

The cost of this taking this project through to detailed designs including all of the above elements 
would be £2400. 

Lily Lane School. Child’s model for tree house  design and final play house. 



Next Steps
The next step in the process will be creating detailed design stage including technical drawings, tender process, and 
creation of dxf files for laser cutting the artwork in metal.
Below are some indicative production costs related to images shown, exclusive VAT.

Fence - Using a robust rail and post system similar to Jacksons Barbican Fencing @ 2.5m high will cost 
approximately £132 running metre - including installation and PPC coating
A weld mesh fence 2m high (much more appropriate probably) Cost approximately £65 a running metre

Laser cutting for the large panorama on the 
Horniman Gate 
was 4 mm long in 5mm stainless steel. The 
design has enormous complication. 
Cost was - stainless steel laser cutting £1040
mild steel laser cutting £835 
Fabrication and installation was £2800
Total cost fabrication and installation of 
Horniman Gate - £4674

Nursery Gate on the right 
fabrication cost  £3650 
plus laser cutting cost of 
£644
Total cost of £4294

Laser cutting for all of the 
details on the left -  
Forest School gate and 
the Nursery Gate 5mm 
mild steel total cost - 
£597.64

Horniman Pond decorations - 6 panels 2mm 
aluminium 1250 X 650mm total 69.74 each 
total cost £418.44

Further examples of completed projects are on the website - 
http://rafaelklein.com/public-art/


